Session #39 802.16e Opening Report – 9/12/05

- P802.16e/D10 Sponsor Ballot Recirculation completed
  - 141 votes received
    - 133 Approve
    - 8 Disapprove
    - 94.3% Affirmative

- Sponsor Ballot Recirculation comments recorded in database 802.16-05/064r3
  - 151 Comments (including 4 late)
    - 62 Editorial
    - 34 Technical, Binding
    - 54 Technical, Non Binding
    - 1 Coordination
  - 5 contributions received during ballot recirculation
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• The Heavy Math:
  – 104 Comments accepted by WG & TG Chairs
    • 6 comments had reply comments/need relook
    • 98 resolved
  – 36 Comments have “harmonized” resolutions
  – 13 need resolution
  – Per current schedule ~ 3 hours meeting time
  – ~ 9 minutes per comment
    • Presentation including any contribution (s)
    • Discussions including text generation
    • Decision including drafting any rejection response
  – Recommend a joint session with maintenance TG to address any Corrigenda/802.16e inconsistencies – could be done as part of editing session